Looking for a Fort Worth SCAVENGER HUNT?

TEAM BUILDING FOR THE WORKPLACE

www.teamcraft.com
888-400-7077

is the Smart & Witty Hunt

This is City Sleuths - Fort Worth Stock Yards
Team Craft’s City Sleuths activity takes place in great locations for wandering and
exploring. City Sleuths is a creative alternative to the standard scavenger hunt. It is
designed to reward effective team problem solving and communication skills, build
relationships, and provide a fun and challenging experience.
The program is like a speed tour of points of interest that participants experience in
greater detail than most visitors. Participants discover the kitschy and humorous
work of artisans mixed with facts about local celebrities and historic elements of
national interest.
Participants gain insight toward better teamwork, and an upgraded informal network
among fellow participants that “greases the skids” for working better together in the
future.
Discover Answers to Riddles
Each team is given a collection of riddles, and directed to an entertaining or
historic district to search out the answers. Figuring out a riddle leads to a spot
where they’ll find a little known humorous or curious fact about local history,
famous people, or artistic finds in the location. The riddles are entertaining and
are time-tested, so we know they’re solvable without undue confusion. Teams
score points for having the right answer. It’s conducted in a defined area that is
walkable and stimulating.
The riddles require participants to think past obvious and easy answers. Each
riddle is designed to challenge assumptions and typical ways of thinking.
Riddles cloak the identity of streets, buildings. Riddles use shared knowledge
of general trivia and powers of observation to unravel the answer. First
impressions are typically wrong. So teams are encouraged to involve everyone
to share observations and ideas to figure out the answer.
How City Sleuth Works
Team sizes are small to ensure everyone stays involved: from 3 to 5 participants.
Teams are competing to score the most points.
Teams are well oriented and given information needed to be successful. No trickery
or gimmicks. No intent to misdirect or confuse. If teams don’t use information
provided, they can burn valuable time. Team Craft facilitators can assist, if
requested.
The last 30 minutes of the activity includes scoring, awards, and a debrief. We end
the program at the start location, a meeting location, or at an eatery or watering hole.
Winning team members receive “gold” medals. Everyone gets a memento of the
experience. The debrief at the end identifies effective team practices that helped score points. Participants identify how these skills
apply to their work place. Skills used during the activity include effective planning, being great listeners/communicators, checking
assumptions, and seeking information from reliable sources.
Contact Team Craft
Let us solve the riddle of what program to do for your upcoming team activity. City Sleuths is the answer you’re looking for!
Request a detailed proposal by using our online contact sheet at www.teamcraft.com
SEE BACK PAGE for more information . . .
or calling Team Craft at 888-400-7077.

TEAM BUILDING FOR THE WORKPLACE

www.teamcraft.com
888-400-7077

City Sleuths is a Great Experience to . . .
Have Fun & Get to
Know Your Teammates
Better

Take a Speed Tour that
focuses on Overlooked
Gems in Great
Locations

Develop Teamwork and
Communication Skills
through the experience

The Focus is on People,
not technology.

Riddles lead to the
unusual, historic, and
kitschy. They humor and
entertain as you go.

Riddles challenge shared
problem solving using
powers of observation,
logic, and deduction.

No Silly or Awkward
demands in the program
design.

Riddles generate aha
moments of cool insight
you wouldn’t have on a
guided tour.

Successful teams first
slow down to plan, then
move fast to the finish
while other teams stall.

Get to know great little
known fascinating facts
about other participants.

You can’t make up right
answers. Teams really
need to find the exact
place to figure it out.

Teams are encouraged to
identify effective roles to
share among the team.

Teams Build on Success
- And get whatever
Coaching they request.

It’s all done on foot in a
manageable sized area
that is loaded with great
discoveries.

Combine City Sleuths
with a Communication
Styles workshop and
teams use new skills . . .

Teams are self
organizing and develop
plans and strategies that
fit their preferred style.

Great teams complete 20
riddles in 2 hours. It’s a
smart experience in a
special place.

– that are transferable to
their real teams.

“I just wanted to let you know that I have
heard from most of my team and they really
had a blast last Thursday. Our groups of 5
really were "tested" to follow rules, listen to
each other, and work together - or not depending on the individual. Thank you for
facilitating this innovative team building
event.”
- J HEINS Merck & Co., Inc.

Program Characteristics
Groups of from 6 to 160 participants are
organized into 3 to 5 member teams.
Experience Fort Worth’s historic Stock Yards
This is one of America’s greatest concentrations of cowboy
culture. This old section of Fort Worth contains museums, fun
shopping and great Tex-Mex dining amidst the history of a bygone era. Participants discover kitschy and humorous artifacts
mixed with historic curiosities—all revolving around the lives of
the cowboys.

Contact Team Craft
Let us solve the riddle of what program to
do for your upcoming team activity. City
Length: A 4-hour version includes two rounds of riddle solving,
Sleuths is the answer you’re looking for!
with a half-time coaching session to improve performance.
Request a detailed proposal by using our
A 2.5 to 3 hour version ends after 1 round.
online contact sheet at
www.teamcraft.com
Inclement weather? No problem. Reschedule with advance
or calling Team Craft at 888-400-7077.
notice, or we’ll substitute a great indoor experience that also
targets your goals for a great program. It’s fail safe! See our
other activities at www.teamcraft.com. m

